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The Government Impresses 

 

As we prepare to enter three weeks of lockdown it is worth reflecting on the government’s approach so far to 

the Covid-19 pandemic, which has been both credible and creditable. Given that President Ramaphosa and his 

administration have come under increasing criticism lately for their less than convincing handling of other 

major crises, such as the Eskom debacle, the collapse of SAA, and the overall decline in the parastatal sector, 

the way they have dealt with the virus has been impressive and reassuring. 

Not only that, it has also been streets ahead of the lackadaisical and confused approach adopted by the 

governments of some northern countries which are routinely touted as more advanced and organised than we 

are.  

Various aspects of the government’s performance are notable: 

1. To begin with, the President and his ministerial team have mostly been clear and decisive about what needs 

to be done to stem the spread of the virus, as opposed to the generally more dithering approach we have become 

used to.   

2. The government has often spoken of the need to make hard choices, especially on economic questions, but 

it has seldom had the nerve to carry them through. Here, too, things are different. There could hardly be a 

tougher choice than to effectively shut down an already comatose economy for three weeks.  

3. Linked to this is the refreshing exercise of political will that we have seen in the last ten days. Mr Ramaphosa 

has not qualified his remarks with the usual talk of consulting with alliance partners, seeking consensus, and 

so on. Neither has he set unrealistic targets to be met by some vaguely distant dates. He has demonstrated 

leadership and firmness and is clearly in command of the situation.     

4. There has been remarkably little point-scoring and politicking, whether from the various opposition parties 

or from within the ANC’s factionalised ranks. There seems to be a genuine willingness among politicians to 

work together. All of them deserve credit for this, but the President’s decision to meet with all party leaders, 

briefing them on the government’s plans, inviting their co-operation, and holding joint press conferences with 

them, has surely helped to construct a strongly unified position. 

5. Government communication has been significantly improved. Despite some confusion about the time when 

the President would address the nation on March 15th and again on March 22nd, his messages have been clear, 

comprehensive and well-packaged. Many ministers, too, have revealed themselves to be effective 

communicators, none more so than Dr Zweli Mkhize, the Health Minister. He exudes calm, he neither 

underplays nor exaggerates the threat, and he manages to get across the gravity of the situation without 

fostering panic or despair.  

6. Social and traditional media have been used effectively to spread messages about hygiene, public health 

matters, the requirements of the lockdown, and what to do in the event of a suspected infection. Media houses 



 

 

have done excellent work themselves, for which they too deserve credit. There is an unusual sense that 

government and the press are working together towards a common objective. 

7. For the most part, government’s approach has avoided heavy-handedness. The words ‘encourage’ and 

‘discourage’ have been used often, and the attitude has been one that tries to appeal to our common sense and 

to our sense of social solidarity. Among ministers one or two have been unable to resist bombast and are clearly 

enjoying their ‘little brief authority’ to the maximum, but perhaps the President’s measured tone will get 

through to them as well. Certainly, the appeal to co-operation is more likely to have the desired effect than are 

threats and bullying. 

 

All these things are cause for optimism in the face of the deeply uncertain and worrying weeks and months 

that lie ahead. Two years ago, the people of the Western Cape responded wholeheartedly to the critical water 

shortage that threatened to bring about ‘day zero’ in Cape Town and the province. Then, the provincial and 

local governments relied largely on good communication, good planning, and appeals to people’s better nature, 

mixed with some strong punitive action when needed, to build a consensus about the need to change behaviour 

in order to save water.  

There is no reason why the success of that campaign cannot be repeated where Covid-19 is concerned, even if 

the effort will have to be a much larger and more widespread one. The government has made a good start, and 

has chosen to trust that the citizenry will respond positively and constructively to the lockdown and the other 

measures it is putting in place. The extent to which South Africans repay that trust will determine whether 

thousands of our countrymen and women live or die. 
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